
This part of our brain serves an
important evolutionary purpose. Our
survival depends on our ability to
act quickly in the face of danger. 

It would not behoove us to
contemplate life as a lion charges at
us. HOWEVER, if this part of our
brain isn't in balance, we might
easily mistake a small threat as life
threatening and overreact.  

The intellectual/reasonable parts of
our brain use facts to plan,

organize, and make decisions. 

This part of our brain inhibits the
impulsive emotional parts so we can

make reasonable and rational
decisions.

THE INTELLECTUAL BRAIN THE EMOTIONAL BRAIN

The emotional parts of our brain
color our lives with emotions such
as fear, anger, sadness, joy, and
hope.

Too much reasoning can cause us
to overthink, to be indecisive, and

to feel "stuck." 

Wise Mind

Too much reasoning can also
disconnect us from feeling our

emotions, which leaves us feeling
empty, "numb" or apathetic.

 
If it weren't for the emotional

part of our brain, we might find
ourselves living a boring and

uneventful life. 

Too much of the emotional parts of
our brain can sometimes impair our
ability to make rational decisions. 

If it weren't for the reasoning part of
our brain, we would likely make very
poor decisions based solely on
emotions. This leads to very toxic
and unstable relationships with
others.

THE GOLDILOCKS RULE
Like the porridge in Goldilocks and the Three Bears, Our goal
is not to be too hot (emotional) or too cold (intellectual). 

We want to be "just right".



Emotional Mind Reasonable Mind

Wise Mind

The Emotional Mind is
used when our feelings

control our thoughts and
behaviors. We might act

impulsively without
thinking about the

consequences of our
actions. 

The Reasonable Mind is
used when we approach

a situation
intellectually. We

plan and make
decisions based on

fact.

The Wise Mind is the goal. The Wise
Mind represents the appropriate balance

between The Emotional and The
Reasonable Minds such that we are able
to recognize and respect our feelings while
we respond to them in a rational manner. 

Our Minds have Three (3) States: 
 

The Emotional Mind
The Reasonable Mind

The Wise Mind
 

While all of us have these three states, most
of use lean toward one side most of the

time.



RADICAL
ACCEPTANCE

Sometimes you'll run into a problem that's simply out of your control. It
can be easy to think "this isn't fair" or "I shouldn't have this problem,"

even though those ways of thinking only make the pain worse. 
 

Radical acceptance refers to a healthier way of thinking during
these situations. Instead of focusing on how you would like something
to be different, you will recognize and accept the problem or situation

as it is. Remember, accepting is not the same as liking or condoning
something. Learning to accept the problems that are out of your

control will lead to less anxiety, anger and sadness when dealing with
them. 

SITUATION
You find out that you were not selected for a job where you

felt that you were the best candidate

TYPICAL THINKING
"This isn't fair--I did everything

right! I was the best one there.
They can't do this to me!"

RADICAL ACCEPTANCE
"It's frustrating that I didn't get
the job, but I accept that they
felt someone else would be a

better fit."

SELF-SOOTHING WITH SENSES
Find a pleasurable way to engage each of your five senses.

Doing so will help soothe your negative emotions
(SEE MINDFULNESS WALK)



TOLERATING
DISTRESS

In the moment, distressing emotions may seem impossible to overcome.
However, over time, these emotions will lessen in intensity, and eventually
fade away. The acronym ACCEPTS outlines seven techniques for distracting
yourself from distressing emotions until they pass.

Activities - Do an activity that requires thought and
concentration (read a book, write in a journal, play a sport)

Contributing - Do something that allows you to focus on
another person (Ask a friend about their day, make a gift for
a loved one, volunteer, send a thoughtful text)

Comparisons - Put your situation in perspective by comparing
it to something more painful or distressing (think of a time
when you were in more distress and realize how things are not
as bad and how resilient you are)

Emotions - Do something to create a new emotion that will
compete with your distressing emotion. (Sad? watch a movie.
Anxious? Practice deep breathing. Angry? Go for a walk)

Pushing away - Avoid a painful situation or block it from your
mind using a technique such as imagery (imagine putting your
negative thoughts in a bottle, closing it, and watching it drift
out to sea).

Thoughts - Use a mental strategy or an activity to shift your
thoughts to something neutral (starting with the letter "A"
name objects around you that start with each letter of the
alphabet or sing a song out loud or recite it in your head).

Sensations - Find safe physical sensations to distract you
from distressing emotions (hold an ice cube in your hand or
take a cold shower)


